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 Unification of defence policy, or for that matter of any policy, can
be achieved by the assumption of executive control by the Prime
Minister. In peace-time another Minister can relieve the Prime
Minister to a large extent without re-casting the main structure of
the wartime organisation. Accordingly in 1947 a separate small
Ministry of Defence was created; the duties of the Minister are set
ou^ post, at p. 171. Broadly he is under the Prime Minister respon-
sible for the apportionment of the resources between the Services in
accordance with the strategic policy laid down by the Defence Com-
mittee which has permanently replaced the Committee of Imperial
Defence. Like all Cabinet Committees it must refer major decisions
of policy to the Cabinet for approval. That it can under effective
leadership relieve the full Cabinet of a great part of defence business
more effectively than could the Committee of Imperial Defence, which
was in theory at least an advisory body rather than a Cabinet Com-
mittee, cannot be doubted. At all events complicated though the
structure is by the peculiar authority enjoyed collectively by the Chiefs
of Staff, the organisation does show how a strong ministerial com-
mittee can exercise control in a wide, perhaps the widest field, of
State policy.
It is then not surprising that the method of co-ordinating commit-
tees both in war and in peace has proved itself in the fields of economic
and social policy and indeed whenever a problem which overlaps the
bounds of responsibility of a single department is in issue. Equally
important is it to determine the relationship with his ministerial col-
leagues of the Minister chosen to preside over such a committee.
Any rigid grouping of functions is unlikely to be acceptable; for Prime
Ministers may hold different views on how best to mould together
the ministerial team. Nor is it solely a matter of personalities.
Problems differ in importance from year to year. Lord Waverley
made some tentative suggestions in bis Romanes lectures.1 In addi-
tion to Defence he proposed an Economic Relations Committee*
to cover external economic affairsTncTuamg iiftport and export
policy and commercial and economic relationships with foreign
countries and with other members of the British Commonwealth.
By the addition of the relevant Ministers such a Committee could
be enlarged to cover internal economic problems or alternatively
a separate National Development Committee might be established.
Other committees should include an External Affairs C°m™ttee to
consider relationships with foreign countries and withinTK^iltish
Commonwealth which are not primarily of an economic or financial
character. There would also be an appropriate committee represent-
ing the departments concerned with social services to cover the whole
field of social welfare. The suggested plan included the retention of
1 Anderson, op. cz/., pp. 13 flf.

